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Abstract:
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) has become the dominant form of psychotherapy in North
America. The CBT model is based on the theoretical assumption that all external and internal
stimuli are filtered through meaning-making, consciously accessible cognitive schemas. The goal
of CBT is to identify dysfunctional or maladaptive thoughts and beliefs, and replace them with
more adaptive cognitive interpretations. While CBT is clearly effective as a treatment, there is
good reason to be skeptical that its efficacy is due to the causal mechanisms posited by the CBT
model. This paper argues that the specific cognitive schemas posited by the CBT model likely do
not play a direct role in the development or treatment of psychological illness. Cognitive
schemas, as identified in CBT interventions, are likely to be the result of patient confabulation
and epistemically under-supported practitioner-based identification. CBT interventions appear
to impose coherence on patients’ psychological states, rather than identifying and modifying
preexistent causally efficacious core beliefs.
1. Introduction
In the latter half of the 20th century cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) replaced psychodynamic
and behavioral therapies as the dominant form of psychotherapy in North America (Westbrook,
et al., 2011; Norcross & Karpiak, 2012). This was largely due to CBT’s perceived superior
testability and efficacy in comparison to other forms of treatment. Roughly, CBT is a
combination of behavioral therapy and cognitive therapy that aims at identifying and replacing
maladaptive or dysfunctional thoughts and beliefs and replacing them with more adaptive

cognitive interpretations. The CBT model of psychological functioning posits an interconnected
triad of thoughts, behavior, and emotions, with thoughts playing the primary role in the
development and treatment of dysfunctional psychological states (Beck, et al., 1979; J. Beck,
2011). Maladaptive or dysfunctional emotional or affective responses are modified by altering
thoughts (either directly, or indirectly through behavioral interventions, or both). This model’s
theory is based on the idea that all external and internal stimuli are filtered through meaningmaking, consciously accessible cognitive schemas, or core beliefs, that can represent the world
in either adaptive or maladaptive ways. 1 The goal of CBT is to help patients to identify,
challenge, and replace the specific dysfunctional or maladaptive beliefs that are postulated to
be the primary factor in their psychological disorder.
While CBT is clearly effective as a treatment, there is good reason to be skeptical that the
efficacy is due to the causal mechanisms posited by the CBT model. This paper will argue that
the specific cognitive schemas posited by the CBT model likely do not play a direct role in the
development or treatment of psychological illness. Cognitive schemas, as identified in CBT
interventions, are likely the result of patient confabulation and epistemically under-supported
practitioner-based identification. CBT interventions appear to impose coherence on patients’
psychological states, rather than actually identifying and modifying existent causally efficacious
core beliefs.
This discussion will first outline Beck’s CBT model of the affective disorders, then highlight the
CBT model’s reliance upon introspective and retrospective belief reports in identifying and
challenging maladaptive cognitions. The discussion will then focus on problems with the CBT
model’s reliance upon direct introspective access to patients’ cognitive processes, and conclude
with suggestions for the construction of a more plausible cognitive theory.
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There is a good deal of ambiguity in the use of the word “schema”. Many authors, such as A. Beck (1976), J. Beck
(2011) and Clark (2004) us the terms schemas and core beliefs interchangeably. Others, such as Young et al. (2003)
define schemas as any semantic cognitive filter. I will be following the latter usage.

2. The CBT Model
At its most basic, the CBT model, first posited by Albert Ellis (1962) and Aaron Beck (1976), is
concerned with the relation between cognitions, emotions, and behavior. Cognitions (thoughts,
beliefs, and assumptions) are posited as playing the primary role in the formation and
treatment of dysfunctional or maladaptive psychological states (Clark & Beck, 1999). How
individuals interpret the world is supposed to influence, and be influenced by, their behavior
and emotions. Maladaptive emotions (such as depressive states) are conceived of as subjective
states caused by overly rigid and/or inaccurate cognitive appraisals or evaluations of internal or
external stimuli (Clark & Beck, 1999). How a stimulus is interpreted by the informational
processing system determines the valence, persistence, malleability, and intensity of emotional
responses. The CBT model also maintains that behavior influences thoughts, and therefore also
alters emotions. Changing maladaptive behavioral patterns is taken as a tool to indirectly
change unhealthy cognitive patterns by way of challenging unhealthy cognitions (e.g., safely
exposing a patient to an irrationally fear-inducing stimulus is used to challenge and alter
negative thoughts and thus extinguish the negative emotional response). CBT interventions aim
to provide patients with less dysfunctional or distorted, and more adaptive and realistic,
meaning-making interpretations of the world.
The most influential, studied, and applied cognitive therapy is Aaron Beck’s cognitive behavioral
therapy (Beck, 1976, Beck et al., 1979).2 The Beckian cognitive model (henceforth, CBT) posits
three levels of cognitions that are supposed to filter all experience: automatic thoughts,
intermediate beliefs/assumptions, and core beliefs/schemas (J. Beck, 2011; Leahy, 1996; Clark
& Beck, 1999; Westbrook et al., 2011). The most basic level of cognitive processing, core
beliefs/schemas, are supposed to "enable individuals to make sense of their environment by
breaking it down and organizing it into psychologically relevant facets...[and] direct all cognitive
2

Since Beck’s (1976) formulation, the umbrella term ‘CBT’ has grown to include a number of closely related
therapies. A number of recent ‘third wave’ cognitive therapies (e.g., mindfulness-based cognitive therapy [MBCT],
dialectical behavioral therapy [DBT], and meta-cognitive therapy [MCT]), are often categorized as ‘cognitive
behavioral therapies’, despite differing in theory and practice. This paper will focus on the dominant Beckian model
of CBT.

activity whether it be ruminations and automatic thoughts or cognitive processing of external
events" (Clark & Beck, 1999, p. 52). If things are running well, one's schemas represent the
world in ways that do not lead to psychological distress or maladaptive thoughts and beliefs.
Things start to go poorly when one's cognitive processes represent the world in overly rigid,
negative, or polarized ways.
Automatic thoughts are supposed to sit at the most salient end of the cognitive hierarchy.
Automatic thoughts are defined as easily consciously accessible, context-specific beliefs about,
attitudes towards, or semantic interpretations of external and internal stimuli. These are
surface-level thoughts that superficially explain individuals’ thoughts and behaviors. For
example, a patient may report having the negative automatic thoughts “I will be picked last” or
“I will embarrass myself if I try” when deciding not to join in a group sports activity.
Importantly, these thoughts are usually not explicitly held or consciously entertained, but are
supposed to be easily identifiable by introspection or elicited by practitioner-based questioning.
Intermediate beliefs are the middle level of the CBT cognitive model and the immediate
platform from which automatic thoughts are formed (J. Beck, 2011). They are rules or patterns
of association used to interpret and evaluate experiences. For example, the automatic thought
“I am being boring” that may ground a patient’s feeling of unease during a social situation may
be grounded in the intermediate belief that “if I talk too much, then people will think I’m
boring”. These beliefs often take the form of conditional statements, such as “If I please my
partner, then he/she will treat me well” or “If I am criticized, then it means that I have failed”
(Clark & Beck, 1999). Maladaptive intermediate beliefs are characterized by being overly rigid,
based in thought errors such as catastrophizing or all-or-nothing thinking, and containing
distorted world views. The CBT model posits that these beliefs are more difficult to identify
than automatic thoughts and must normally be inferred by patient and practitioner from the
patterns and content of automatic thoughts.

Core beliefs are the most basic and fundamental beliefs about oneself and the world and are
the basis of all other consciously accessible cognitions. The beliefs are highly generalized,
absolute, and difficult for patients to consciously access. Practitioners are trained to identify
them by way of recognizing consistent patterns in patient belief and thought reports. Negative
core beliefs may take the form of statements such as “I am a failure” and “I am unlovable”,
while positive core beliefs are expressed by thoughts such as “I am likable” and “I am
worthwhile” (Clark & Beck, 1999). The CBT model postulates that all dysfunctional or
maladaptive automatic and intermediate thoughts and beliefs are the result of dysfunctional or
maladaptive core beliefs (Clark & Beck, 1999; J. Beck, 2011).3
Patients’ intermediate and core beliefs are identified in CBT interventions via Socratic
questioning and downward arrow interviewing (Neenan & Dryden, 2005; J. Beck, 2011).
Socratic questioning (also called ‘guided discovery’) consists of persistent questioning of the
patient’s reasons and justifications for having specific automatic thoughts. The aim here is to
aid the patient in searching for the (possibly distorted or unhealthy) thoughts or beliefs that
explain her thoughts, feelings, and behavior (Neenan & Dryden, 2005). For instance, patients
may be asked to identify patterns in their behavior, explain why they think they have certain
thoughts, and explain what specific thoughts mean to them. Similarly, in downward arrow
questioning, the practitioner attempts to identify core beliefs by asking the patient to identify
what their previously identified automatic or intermediate beliefs mean to them (J. Beck, 2011).
This process is repeated until the patient arrives at the lowest level of abstraction (core beliefs).
Consider the following example of the downward arrow technique taken from a CBT training
handbook (Harwood et al., 2010):
Situation: At home on a Saturday afternoon.
Emotions: Depressed (80%), anxious (60%).
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The Beckian model has been modified to include non-consciously accessible cognitive processes (Beck, 1996;
Beck & Clark, 1999). While cognitive therapy still focuses on identifying and challenging beliefs and and thoughts,
the CBT model now postulates that clusters of interrelated schemas called ‘modes’ play a significant role in
cognitive functioning.

Automatic thought: “I should have a date on Saturday night.”
Therapist: What does it mean if you don’t have a date on Saturday night?
Patient: It means that I’ll be home by myself on Saturday night.
Therapist: What does being home alone on a Saturday night mean?
Patient: It means that I’m not out having fun like everybody else.
Therapist: And what does that mean to you?
Patient: That I’m a loser, nobody loves me, and I’ll always be alone.
In this example, the core belief “I’ll always be alone” was elicited by the patient attempting to
make sense of, or find the deeper meaning in, her higher level thoughts. Again, CBT theory
posits that thoughts and beliefs are based on more basic thoughts and beliefs, with core beliefs
filtering all semantic interpretations of the world. Patients and practitioners attempt to make
sense of maladaptive automatic thoughts by locating more general thoughts and beliefs that
would explain why the automatic thoughts are held in the first place. From here, the thoughts
can be challenged and modified. This process usually involves the patient keeping a thought
record to identify her automatic thoughts, then challenging and weighing the accuracy of the
thoughts both in session and through homework. Behavioral interventions, such as increasing
pleasurable activities and benign exposure and habituation to perceived harmful or fearinducing activities, may also be used. In both the approaches the aim is to change how the
patient thinks about and interprets the world.4 The patient is challenged (both in person and
through homework assignments) to question and find reasons to undermine the distorted or
dysfunctional core and intermediate beliefs and replace them with more accurate and adaptive
beliefs.
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While CBT adopts many therapeutic methods from behavioral therapy, CBT theorists and behaviorists give
differing explanations for the therapeutic change engendered by the use of behavioral therapeutic techniques.
Traditional behaviorist theories focus on the alteration of conditioned, non-consciously accessible behavioral rules
(rather than consciously accessible inner states) to explain psychological change (Skinner, 1977). According to
CBT theorists, behavioral methods are successful only insofar as they help modify patients’ maladaptive thoughts
and beliefs (Beck, 1979).

3. Criticisms of the CBT Model
A number of randomized controlled trials, meta-analyses, and meta-analyses of meta-analyses
have shown CBT to be an effective therapeutic treatment for a wide range of psychological
problems (Leichsenring et al., 2006; Clark & Beck, 1999; Butler et al., 2006). Despite its efficacy,
CBT is not without critics. Objections to CBT theory come in four main camps: (1) criticisms of
the primacy given to cognitions over other psychological processes (such as emotion or nonconsciously accessible drives) (e.g., Teasdale & Barnard, 1993; Teasdale, 1997), (2) criticisms of
cognitive theory being overly general or metaphorical (e.g., Coyne & Gotlib, 1983; Brewin,
1996), (3) criticisms of CBT's (and every other theory's) lack of causally efficacious specific
effects (e.g., Wampold, 2015), and (4) criticisms of CBT’s assumptions about the
representational nature of cognition (e.g., McEachrane, 2009; Gipps, 2013). What is common to
these objections is the idea that if CBT works, it is not because of the reasons given by the
theory grounding the therapy.
Supporters of cognitive theories of psychopathology have countered group (1) type criticisms
by appealing to the substantial literature on the ubiquity of, and central role for, maladaptive
cognitions in cases of psychological distress (Clark & Beck, 1999; Beck, 2004). The first versions
of cognitive therapy may have been vulnerable to group (2) type critiques. Early CBT theorists
such as Beck and Ellis were mainly concerned with establishing a dominant role for thought in
depression (in contrast to psychodynamic and behavioral learning models), rather than focusing
on the specifics of how this might work. Later versions of the cognitive model have addressed
this problem by becoming far more specific as to what meaning-making structures are, how
they are structured in the informational processing system, and the roles they play in
psychological disturbances (Clark & Beck, 1999; Beck, 2005). The standard CBT response to
group (3) objections is to either challenge the accuracy of meta-analyses (Crits-Christoph, 1997;
Butler et al, 2006) that purport to show an equivalence of effectiveness across different
therapies or to claim that if other forms of therapy work it is only because they are changing
cognitions- in effect, other therapies are actually doing a form of CBT (Alford & Beck, 1998).

According to the latter view, all therapies work by challenging specific cognitions- either directly
(as in CBT interventions) or indirectly (as in other non-cognitive, but efficacious, treatments).
There is some plausibility to this response. But, importantly, this reply rests on the assumption
that there are specific beliefs and automatic thoughts that play a primary role in the production
of psychopathological states.
The group (4) objections to the CBT model criticize its (and most of cognitive science’s)
assumptions about the representational nature of belief and thought. Representational
theories of cognition take beliefs and thoughts to be causally efficacious mental
representations of facts, states of affairs, or propositions. Critics of representationalism have
argued that CBT confuses individuals’ thought reports (which are represented as having
imagistic or linguistic content), with their thoughts (which needn’t have any distinct
representational content at all) (McEachrane, 2009). Rather than respond directly to type (4)
objections, CBT theorists take representationalism to be a foundational assumption of cognitive
science and clinical cognitive theory (Clark & Beck, 1999). This paper will share CBT’s
assumptions about the representational theory of mind.
This paper raises a fifth set of concerns about the cognitive model. The CBT model is based on
the assumption that our cognitions have a coherent, logical, and consciously accessible
hierarchical structure; the content of all cognitions is based on more general cognitive content.
If patients can introspectively identify their automatic thoughts, then the cognitive model
predicts that they should be able to identify the more general schemas that ground these
thoughts. However, there are serious problems with both the tenability of CBT’s hierarchical
model of cognition and its assumptions about the accuracy of the cognitions being identified
and challenged in therapy.
4. Thoughts, Beliefs, and Confabulation
4.1 Identifying Cognitions

There is an oddity to the CBT model. According to CBT, our meaning-making information
processing systems are posited to be actively creating our reality, unless we are introspecting.
CBT is based the idea that all “stimuli that impinge on the organism" are filtered through
cognitive schemas that structure and give meaning to experience (A. Beck, 1967). Our
informational processing system is supposed to "actively participate in the construction of
reality”, and this construction "is not simply an act of representing, copying, or "coding" fixed
objects but rather is a process that involves some degree of creativity" (Clark & Beck, 1999). Yet
we are supposed to be accurate introspectors of our past thoughts and beliefs. CBT theory
adopts a constructivist view of cognition, but a more-or-less realist view of introspection. Our
cognitive processes are identified as “meaning-making structures" that can either represent the
world in maladaptive or adaptive ways, but at the same time we are supposed to be able to
accurately identify the cognitions underlying our behavior rather than simply "making sense" of
our emotions and behaviors. This is likely not the case.
CBT assumes that patients have, or can be trained to have, direct and accurate access to the
content of their own cognitions (Beck & Dozois, 2011). CBT practitioners are supposed to aid
patients in identifying their own thoughts and beliefs by engaging in directed Socratic
questioning aimed at eliciting deeper cognitive schemas. Practitioners guide patients’
introspection of their core schemas by identifying common themes in the patients’ automatic
and intermediate thoughts and directing patients to search for the underlying structure in their
thoughts and beliefs. For example J. Beck states, “asking what a thought means to the patient
often elicits an intermediate belief; asking what it means about the patient usually uncovers the
core belief” (2011). This identification of cognitions often requires work on the part of both the
patient and therapist. A critical part of cognitive therapy is to first train patients to recognize,
attend to, and record this inner speech or automatic thoughts (A. Beck 1976, 1979; J. Beck,
2011). Patients often claim to be unaware of having an “internal communication system” or are
unused to attending to the content of these thoughts or images (ibid). The training process
involves explaining the cognitive model to patients and articulating the logical connection

between core beliefs and automatic thoughts and the relation between thoughts and emotions.
Beck (1976) states:
The training in the observation and recording of cognitions makes the patient aware
of the occurrence of images and self-verbalizations (“stream of thought”). The
therapist trains the patient to identify distorted and dysfunctional cognitions. The
patient may need to learn to discriminate between his own thoughts and the
actual

events. He will also need to understand the relationship between his cognitions,

his

affects, his behaviors, and environmental events. (p. 146)

Similarly, Beck and Alford (2009) state:
At the beginning of therapy the patient is generally aware only of the following
sequence: event or stimulus—>affect. He must be trained to fill in the link between
the stimulus and the affect: stimulus—>cognition—>affect (p. 310).
There are reasons to be skeptical about the success of this training. Automatic thoughts are
identified by simply asking patients to introspect what they were thinking at any given moment
(e.g., what they were thinking while feeling sad staying home on a Saturday night). Most
automatic thoughts are not explicitly entertained (insofar as they are not salient parts of a
patient’s inner monologue) and require introspection and practitioner-based prodding to
identify. For example, the J. Beck CBT manual states: “Automatic thoughts are usually quite
brief, and the patient is often more aware of the emotion she feels as a result of the thought
than of the thought itself. Sitting in session, for example, a patient may be somewhat aware of
feeling anxious, sad, irritated, or embarrassed but unaware of her automatic thoughts until her
therapist questions her” (2011, original italics). In cases where the patient is unable to identify
any thoughts or confuses thoughts with feelings, practitioners will use questions such as “what
would you guess was running through your mind at that time?”, “what did this situation mean
to you (or about you)?”, or even “might you have been thinking __ or __?” (J. Beck, 2011).

According to the cognitive model, “the emotion the patient feels is logically connected to the
content of the automatic thought” and it is the job of the practitioner to help the patient
identify this logical connection (J. Beck, 2011). However, a serious problem with this process is
that what a thought means to a patient is highly dependent upon the theory of cognition and
psychological functioning being deployed by both patient and practitioner. This explicit search
for meaning is, according to the CBT model, itself based on meaning-making schemas that need
not accurately represent anything (Clark & Beck, 1999).
It makes sense that automatic thoughts are based on more basic core and intermediate beliefs
only if one adopts a theory of psychological functioning that posits a nested hierarchy of
consciously accessible and causally efficacious thoughts. Importantly, many other explanations
can also make sense of the same stimuli without reference to a hierarchy of cognitions. For
example, most modern psychodynamic theories posit conflicts between subconscious and
conscious feelings and drives (the sex drive, self-esteem, etc.) as the basis for psychological
distress (Gabbard, 2000; Wolitzky & Eagle, 1992). For patients who adopt a theory of
psychological functioning steeped in the Freudian-inspired psychodynamic model, thoughts
such as “I should have a date on Saturday night” may mean that the patient has repressed
subconscious-based anger towards the perceived loss of parental affection (or any number of
other possible interpretations). In the middle of the 20th century Freudian-inspired drive based
theories of psychological processing and object-relation theories (which based mental illness in
the feeling of real or perceived loss of object(s) in early childhood) grounded how most of
psychology—and much of the educated populace—made sense of their mental lives. The
conflict between the Id, Ego, and Super Ego made sense to many people for a long time before
falling out of fashion in favor of cognitive and behavioral theories. Just as we should be aware
of the influence of theory upon a patient’s Freudian interpretation of her lack of Saturday
evening plans, we need to also be cautious in accepting at face value a CBT model inspired
interpretation of the meaning of a patient’s thoughts.

It is also important to be cautious in accepting appeals to common sense. CBT’s theory of
psychological functioning and assumed nested hierarchy of consciously accessible and causally
efficacious thoughts is explicitly intended to be built upon a common sense notion of how the
mind works (Beck 1976; Ellis 1962/1994). This is claimed to be another mark of its superiority to
the supposedly more unintuitive theoretical assumptions of psychoanalytic and behavioral
therapies. The problem, of course, is that common sense and armchair models of cognition do
not necessarily map on to how the mind actually works; common sense and folk psychology are
bound by culture and context. It may be common sense to some Freudian-inspired individuals
to assume that most desires, including infantile and childhood desires for comfort and
attention, are sexual in nature (Freud, 1905/2000). It is also common-sensical to adherents of
the medical model of mental illness (including many psychiatrists) that negative or maladaptive
automatic thoughts are the product of neurochemical imbalances in the brain, rather than of
dysfunctional beliefs (Lebowitz, 2014; Pescosolido et al., 2010). Thoughts and beliefs, according
to this model, are symptoms of neurochemical problems rather than the primary problem itself.
The commonness, or intuitiveness, of the common sense assumption that consciously
accessible, logically structured beliefs play a primary role in the development and treatment of
the affective disorders is dependent upon the acceptance (be it implicit or explicit) of the
cognitive model of cognition.
The theory-ladenness of the CBT processes is significant. In order for CBT to work as theorized,
patients and practitioners must be able to accurately identify maladaptive automatic thoughts
in order to then challenge and modify them (or the core and intermediate beliefs that ground
them). This requires that patients identify the actual thoughts that explain and cause their
feelings and behaviors, not just identify thoughts that describe or make sense of these states.
But the latter is what the cognitive model would predict. CBT is based on the assumption that
our informational processing systems actively create and structure our subjective realities.
Whether these representations are accurate or inaccurate should not be important; all that
matters for healthy psychological functioning is that our schemas represent the world in
adaptive rather than maladaptive ways.

The theory-ladenness of CBT patients’ explanation for the meaning of their thoughts and
emotions, and their subsequent belief identifications, does not entail that the theory itself is
wrong. There are independent reasons to think this. Notably, there are serious flaws with the
CBT model’s assumptions about the logical connection between automatic thoughts and
emotions, and less consciously accessible intermediate and core beliefs, as well as problems
with CBT’s assumptions about patients’ introspective access to their own beliefs. This section
will address these problems.
4.2 Problems with the Cognitive Model
CBT posits that automatic thoughts have logical connection to core beliefs; if you think
something, you think it for an identifiable and (at least internally) coherent reason. But this is
often not the case. Contrary to the CBT model, there is strong evidence that automatic
thoughts are often not logically connected to, or derived from, stable and consciously
accessible core and intermediate beliefs. Individuals have restricted introspective access to
cognitive processes causally responsible for much of their behavior and thoughts; while we
often know what we are feeling, we do not often know why we are feeling it (e.g., Wilson,
2002; Kahneman, 2011, Carruthers, 2011). Individuals’ self-reports of the causes of their
cognitive states and behavior, rather than being based on direct introspective awareness, are
often confabulations based on post-hoc rationalizations or a priori causal theories (Nisbett &
Wilson, 1977; Wilson, 2002; Haidt, 2006). Individuals will often make sense of their emotions
and behaviors regardless of whether the explanation accurately reflects the actual causal story.
Confabulation, or spontaneous unintentionally fabricated or distorted memories, often occurs
when individuals are put in a position to explain thoughts and behaviors. CBT training and
therapy does just this.
We should be skeptical of CBT’s assumption that consciously accessible core beliefs are the
logical source of one’s emotions and automatic thoughts. Non-conscious heuristics,

environmental factors, and implicit cognitive biases, rather than core beliefs, often influence
our behavior, thoughts, and judgments. Environmental factors play a significant role in
influencing cognitions outside of conscious awareness. Priming effects (specific behavioral
changes after being exposed to a stimulus) affect both behavior and cognition. For example,
exposure to pleasant environments (such as pleasant smells) significantly increases helping
behavior, while unpleasant environments (such as unpleasant smells or messy rooms) decrease
such behavior (Isen & Levin, 1972). Being primed by negative or positively valenced words
appears to make individuals more or less likely to act impolitely (Bargh et al., 1996). Neat or
messy work environments appear to prime individuals’ moral judgments (Schnall et al., 2008),
their purchasing habits (Liu et al., 2012), and even their opinion of a therapist’s competence
(Nasar & Devlin, 2011). While behavioral priming studies mainly focus on responses to
environmental factors, it is very unlikely that the true causal processes behind the behavioral
responses are noticed by individuals. One of the most interesting aspects behind the priming
studies is that the subjects are normally unaware of the priming’s effect on their behavior. For
example, it is highly unlikely that people would explain their helping behavior as being caused
by morally arbitrary factors such as standing in front of a bakery rather than by appealing to
some explanation based on their character and personality. Instead of having direct
introspective access to the cognitive processes that ground their behaviors (such as the
positioning of a garment or cleanliness of a room), individuals often appear to be in the position
of cognitive interpreters of their own past feelings and behaviors. By asking for the meaning
and cause of thoughts, CBT practitioners are asking patients to identify the causal processes
responsible for their cognitions; this is something people are famously bad at.
By employing a post-hoc introspective lens on their cognitive processes, patients are likely
often identifying thoughts that describe how they feel rather than uncovering their actual
thought processes. This is an important difference. The CBT cognitive model maintains that CBT
interventions work by accurately identifying and challenging dysfunctional or maladaptive
thoughts, not merely by helping patients find ways to conceptualize, then alter, their
psychological illness (e.g., “cognitive techniques are aimed at delineating and testing the

patient’s specific misconceptions and maladaptive thoughts” (Beck 1979, italics added) and
“[w]hen you [the therapist] ask for patients’ automatic thoughts, you are seeking the actual
words or images that have gone through their mind” (J. Beck, 2011, original italics)). If the CBT
model was to consider the beliefs identified and challenged in therapy as just one of many
equally effective ways for patients conceptualize their psychological problems, then CBT would
be on similar theoretical footing with other successful therapies (such as psychodynamic or
Freudian psychosexual therapies) with distinct and often incommensurate theoretical
rationales. Nevertheless, CBT interventions only require that patients identify thoughts that it
would make sense to have given their feelings/behaviors, or that offer coherent explanations
for their feelings/behaviors. The CBT model has no method for testing whether a patient
actually had the non-consciously entertained underlying thought “I should be out on a Saturday
night” when tasked to explain what she was thinking while feeling sad and lonely, rather than it
being the case that the thought was a post-hoc confabulation given by the patient to explain to
the practitioner and herself why she felt sad and lonely.
It is important not to overgeneralize. It is certainly not the case that we have no idea about the
content of our thoughts and beliefs. Many thoughts are explicitly held, repetitive, and easily
identifiable (as is often the case with obsessive-compulsive disorders). The important point
here is that most core beliefs and automatic thoughts are not consciously entertained. CBT
interventions are based primarily on post-hoc identifications of normally non-salient beliefs and
the focus of most interventions is for both the patient and practitioner to become aware of the
patient's previously implicitly held thoughts. Cognitive therapy requires that patients try to
identify what thoughts would make sense of their actions and feelings at some particular time.
It is this theory-laden post-hoc act of thought and belief identification that we should be
skeptical of.
In support of the CBT model, there do appear to be strong relationships between negative and
overly rigid cognitions or thinking styles with depression (Solomon & Haaga, 2004), overly rigid,
ruminative, and irrational cognitions with anxiety (Clark & Beck, 2011), and overly rigid,

repetitive, and intrusive cognitions with obsessive disorders (Clark, 2004). However, these
findings only show a correlation between styles of thinking and reported thought content, on
the one hand, and the diagnosis of affective and personality disorders, on the other. These
studies do not directly support the hypothesis that individuals have stable, consciously
accessible core and intermediate beliefs, nor do they directly support the hypothesis that there
is an introspectively accessible logical connection between one’s automatic thoughts and one’s
intermediate and core beliefs.
It seems likely, then, that the CBT model has a significant problem. If CBT is to work as
theorized, patients must be able to accurately identify their automatic thoughts and the core
and intermediate beliefs that ground them. However, rather than identifying actually held
thoughts, it is likely that Socratic questioning and downward arrow meaning-questioning
produce confabulated post-hoc explanations for the patients’ emotions and behaviors. And,
crucially, this is exactly what we should expect given CBT's own assumption of worldconstructing information processing. CBT interventions appear to be imposing coherence on
patients’ illness by giving them a way to conceptualize their emotions and behaviors rather
than identifying and challenging specific thoughts and core beliefs.
5. CBT Controls for Introspective Accuracy
CBT theorists have been largely unconcerned about the issue of patient confabulation.
Therapists are cautioned to be careful about the possibility of patients misidentifying their own
cognitions and warned to avoid influencing patients’ belief reports, but these suggestions are
brief and optimistic. For example, in regards to patient’s belief reports, A. Beck’s (1976) manual
suggests that:
[T]he therapist should be on guard against accepting facile explanations and should
check the reliability of the patient’s reports of his introspections. The therapist can

acquire confidence that he understands the totality of a particular experience by
entering into the patient’s “phenomenal world” (p. 30).
The idea here is that by carefully listening to patients’ descriptions of their thoughts and beliefs,
the therapist should be able to “step into the patient’s world” and help identify which beliefs
and cognitive patterns are playing the primary roles in patients’ psychological distress. At the
same time therapists are also prompted to be on guard against leading patients’ narratives of
their cognitions:
Since the therapist’s questions and other verbal techniques are derived from his own
theory, he must be especially vigilant regarding “putting ideas in the patient’s head.”
The therapist should be aware of his leading questions, the patient’s suggestibility, and
his desire to please the therapist by providing the answers he believes the therapist is
seeking (p. 142).
J. Beck’s (2011) CBT manual also warns practitioners to avoid “leading” the patient, while at the
same time requiring that the therapist train subjects to accurately identify their thoughts and
beliefs and teach patients about the causal relation between thoughts and emotions. J. Beck
states that:
Whenever you [the therapist] present your interpretations, you will do so tentatively
and label them as hypothesis, asking patients whether they “ring true.” Correct
hypothesis generally resonate with the patient (p. 198).
You should regard your hypothesis as tentative until confirmed by the patient…Some
patients are intellectually and emotionally ready to see the larger picture early on in
therapy; you should wait to present it to others (especially those with whom you do
not have a sound therapeutic relationship, or who do not really believe the cognitive

model). As mentioned previously, whenever you present your conceptualization, ask
the patient for confirmation, disconfirmation, or modification on each part (p. 205).
While therapists are briefly cautioned to be careful about thought insertion and confabulation,
CBT theorists seem confident that the process of practitioner-guided discovery allows patients
to gain direct introspective access to the logical relation of their thoughts and emotions. There
appears to be a number of possible sources for this confidence.
First, CBT’s reliance on veridical belief reports may be thought to be supported by the use of
empirically supported questionnaires such as the Cognitive Bias Questionnaire (CBQ, Krantz &
Hammen, 1979), the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI, Beck & Steer, 1991), and the Young
Schema Questionnaire (YSQ, Young, 2003) that attempt to measure the accuracy and emotional
valence of patients’ thoughts. These questionnaires all have statistically significant, though
sometimes modest, test-retest reliability (which assesses patients’ scores on the same test
taken at different times) (Beevers et al., 2007). For example, the Cognitive Bias Questionnaire
requires that patients read vignettes involving interpersonal situations then imagine they are in
the situation in question and answer a series of multiple choice questions about what they
would think and how they would feel. The multiple choice options include obvious over
generalizations (e.g., “nobody wants to work with me”), signs of depressive thinking (e.g., “I
don’t deserve the raise because I’m worthless”), or healthy responses (e.g., “I probably didn’t
get the job because someone else was more qualified”) (1979). The questionnaire is then
scored to identify possible thought errors (e.g., catastrophizing, over generalizations, or all or
nothing thinking), distorted world views (e.g., the belief that the world is entirely unsafe), or
distortedly valenced thoughts (e.g., overly negative interpretations of events). The CBQ, and
questionnaires like it, do seem successful in identifying biases towards distorted or erroneous
thought patterns and depressive thinking. However, these questionnaires do nothing to test the
veridicality of patients’ own belief reports about the specific contents of their automatic
thoughts and beliefs. The CBQ, and questionnaires like it, measure whether patients identify
with certain maladaptive thoughts, not whether they are trustworthy interpreters of their own

cognitions. The problem with the CBT model is not that it fails in identifying whether individuals
are prone to certain maladaptive psychological states, but rather that it fails in accurately
identifying the specific cognitions that are the putative focus of CBT interventions.
Similarly, another common test, the Young Schema Questionnaire, asks patients to evaluate
statements such as “I believe that other people can take care of me better than I can take care
of myself” on a 1-6 Likert-scale (a score of 1 being “completely untrue of me” and 6 being
“describes me perfectly”) (2003). The answers are then scored to identify patients’ underlying
core schemas. The YSA has been shown to have a statistically significant test-retest reliability of
.5 to .8 (Young et al. 2008). This may be taken as evidence that the questionnaire is measuring
persistent, stable thoughts. However, the problem again is that the YSQ, and tests like it, only
measure whether the patients’ beliefs are consistent with the possession of certain core beliefs,
not whether the patient actually has the beliefs in question. And while the test-retest
correlation rate may be statistically significant, a 30-50% difference in answers between tests is
also evidence that the questionnaire is identifying general themes (e.g., concern about loss and
self-esteem) rather than specific core beliefs (e.g., “my life is out of balance”). Given that
patients can behave and feel in ways that are consistent with a number of theoretically distinct
psychological explanations, the use of questionnaires is only successful at addressing intra(rather than inter-) theory issues.
CBT theorists may also take patient and practitioner identification of cognitions at face value
based on the proven efficacy of CBT interventions. The CBT model posits that specific
psychological dysfunctions are caused by specific maladaptive thoughts and beliefs and
prescribes a uniform treatment plan for each unique dysfunction. This uniformity makes CBT
easier to study than less rigid forms of psychological intervention such as psychodynamic
approaches which focus heavily on the patient-practitioner relationship and the uniqueness of
each patient. CBT’s superior testability has led to it becoming the most tested, and most
empirically supported, form of psychological intervention. One serious problem, however, is
that other forms of psychotherapy, with distinct theoretical foundations, also seem to work.

While there is significant debate over whether other therapies work as well or better, there is
little doubt that a number of therapies with seemingly disparate theoretical groundings (most
notably psychodynamic approaches), are also effective psychological treatments. For example,
Grissom’s (1996) meta-analysis of 32 meta-analyses and Luborsky et al.’s (2002) meta-analysis
of 17 meta-analyses found statistically insignificant differences between effect-sizes between
all theory-based treatments. These findings are consistent with meta-analyses by Wampold et
al. (1997) and Assay and Lambert (1999). The accuracy of these meta-analyses is also supported
by a number of direct comparisons between CBT and psychodynamic approaches that claim no
statistically significant differences between the two approaches (Cuijpers et al., 2010; Wampold
et al., 2002). CBT may work, but given that other psychological approaches work as well, CBT’s
efficacy is not strong evidence for its distinct theoretical model.
In response to the apparent lack of statistically significant differences in success rates between
CBT and other theory-based psychological treatments, a number of theorists have attempted to
identify common factors that underlie the seeming disparate treatments (Frank, 1991,
Wampold, 2015, Messer & Wampold, 2006). CBT theorists, and most notably A. Beck (Alford &
A. Beck, 1998; Clark & Beck 1999; A. Beck, 2004), have argued that the process of cognitive
change identified by the cognitive model is the primary causally efficacious common factor
found in effective psychological treatments. According to A. Beck, “a common denominator of
the various systems is the ascription of cognitive mechanisms to the process of therapeutic
change…[I]mprovement in the clinical condition is associated with changes in cognitive
structuring of experience irrespective of the type of therapy” (2000). The idea here is that any
therapy that works does so insofar as it changes how we think about the world. However, even
if it is the case that cognitions play a primary role in the efficacy of therapeutic treatments, this
does not mean that the CBT model is accurate. The CBT model maintains that identifying and
challenging the specific thoughts and core beliefs that are the primary causes of the patient’s
symptoms is the agent of change in psychological interventions (J. Beck, 2011; A. Beck, 1979).
While it is possible that other treatments such as psychodynamic interventions work by way of
indirectly challenging specific core beliefs, this paper has argued that this is likely not the case.

Rather, it seems that challenging a patient’s thoughts helps give her new, adaptive ways to
conceptualize her mental life regardless of what specific thoughts or beliefs she previously held.
6. Conclusions
CBT works, but likely not for the reasons given by the CBT model. CBT is based on the cognitive
model of psychological functioning which postulated a nested hierarchy of consciously
accessible cognitions consisting of automatic thoughts, intermediate beliefs, and core beliefs.
However, there is good reason to be skeptical that core and intermediate beliefs are accurately
and reliably consciously accessible or that they exist in the form postulated; they may serve as
useful descriptions or ways to conceptualize psychological illness, but patients are likely not
accurately identifying causally efficacious cognitive structures. Furthermore, it is likely that the
Socratic method and downward arrow techniques proscribed by the CBT model lead to
confabulation rather than accurate identification of dysfunctional or maladaptive automatic
thoughts, and thus identification of deeper logically connected cognitions. While it may be the
case that changes in cognitive processing are the basis of successful therapeutic treatments, the
specific model posited by CBT theorists is likely false.
There remains the question that if CBT does not work by accurately identifying and challenging
beliefs and thoughts, why does it work? There are a number of possible answers. First, CBT may
work, not by accurately challenging specific cognitive content, but by challenging maladaptive
cognitive processes. Recent cognitive theories have argued for a change of therapeutic focus
from the cognitive content of automatic thoughts and schemas, to thoughts about thinking.
Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (Segal et al, 2004, 2012) maintains that affective change is
not just about changing content of depressive thinking, but also about changing one’s
relationship to one’s thoughts. Mindfulness-based therapies posit that it is the change in one’s
perspective about one’s negative thoughts, rather than challenging the thoughts themselves,
which leads to direct and lasting change in psychotherapy. Related views can be found in
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT) and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), which

both focus implicitly on “decentering” one’s relationship to one’s cognitions (Segal et al., 2012).
Similarly, Meta-Cognitive Therapy (MCT), developed by Wells (2009), focuses on
metacognitions (or “beliefs about thinking”) rather than on specific cognitive content. MCT
"proposes that disturbances in thinking and emotion emerge from metacognitions that are
separate from these other thoughts and beliefs emphasized in CBT" (Wells, 2009). Instead of
challenging the content of specific core beliefs or automatic thoughts, MCT aims to challenge
the beliefs about thinking (e.g., “if I worry about my symptoms, I won’t miss anything
important”) from which these other cognitions are supposedly derived (Wells, 2009).
While these meta-cognitive and decentering approaches are offered as rivals to CBT, the
differences may be merely superficial. Both MBCT and MCT share many of the same theoretical
commitments about cognitive primacy and therapeutic focus on consciously accessible
cognitions. MCT, like CBT, assumes that consciously accessible thoughts or beliefs play a
primary role in therapy and focuses on accurately identifying and challenging beliefs about
beliefs (rather than CBT’s focus on beliefs about the world, self, and future). And MBCT, like
CBT and MCT, aims at altering patients' perspectives on their negative cognitions; MBCT
focuses on decentering and detaching oneself from one’s thoughts, while CBT aims to challenge
patients’ views about the rationality or validity of their thoughts. Both MBCT and CBT work by
patients identifying specific cognitions; they differ only in how the patient is instructed to treat
these beliefs. It is unclear, then, whether the new theoretical and therapeutic focus on
thoughts about thoughts offers a genuine theoretical challenge to the CBT model.
Another plausible explanation is that CBT may work for the same reasons that other effective
therapies work; CBT fosters a challenging and caring therapeutic allegiance between patient
and practitioner and offers a plausible explanation and method of treatment for the patient’s
problems. The “common factors” theory postulates that non-specific (to any given theory)
common factors (such as a healing setting, a coherent theory/rationale, a healing ritual, and an
emotionally charged confiding relationship) play a dominant role in psychological change (as
opposed to the specific factors postulated by distinct theories) (Frank & Frank, 1991; Anderson

et al., 2010; Messer & Wampold 2006). This response, while plausible, is underdeveloped. It still
must be explained why these factors are necessary for successful therapy and what these
common factors have in common. Most common factors theorists take as their model Jerome
Frank’s idea that therapy is best understood as a form of rhetoric (Frank, 1961; Frank & Frank,
1991). According to Frank, psychological healing is a matter of persuasion with the common
factors being necessary components. What is left unexplained, and what the cognitive model
purports to answer, is why persuasion is the mechanism of change in psychotherapy. Rather
than being a rival to the CBT model, the common factors approach implicitly assumes
something like a cognitive model of psychopathology; therapy, like rhetoric, is just supposed to
be a matter of convincing the patient to accept more adaptive beliefs. Therapy may work by
imposing coherence upon a person’s mental life, but it still must be explained why and how this
might work.
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